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ABSTRACT 
 

Electrosurgical equipment used during surgery generate smoke consisting of particles, vapor, aerosols and potentially 
harmful biological agents. Smoke evacuation systems are used more commonly and various types are available. A special 
image enhancement technique was used to study the behavior of surgical smoke and the effectiveness of smoke 
evacuation systems. 
Three different smoke evacuation systems were investigated. Rapid vac (Valleylab Boulder CO) The  Buffalo silent 
whisper turbo (Buffalo, NY) ERBE IES 300 ( Tübingen, Germany) 
 A back scatter illumination technique in combination with a high speed camera was applied to image the dynamics of a 
smoke plume generated by vaporizing a homogenous meat paste irradiated with the beam of a 10 W cw CO2 laser 
moving at a constant speed. The three different smoke evacuation systems with their individual nozzles, were held 2 cm 
above the surface of the meat paste and were switched on and off at fixed intervals to mimic a clinical situation. For 
images analysis, software was developed to count ‘smoke pixels’ in the video frames as a quantification tool. For the 
observer’s eye, there were no differences between the systems. However, images quantification showed significantly less 
‘smoke’ for the Buffalo system. It is expected that the performance in a clinical situation is also influenced by additional 
conditions like nozzle design, airflow and noise level. Noise levels were measured at the tip of the nozzle, 80 cm from 
the tip, 140 cm from the tip. The Buffalo system is the loudest system at every distance measured. 
 
Keywords: Electrosurgical smoke evacuation, quantitative , airflow. 
 
     1.INTRODUCTION 
 
Electrosurgery is used in every OR. Smoke generated by electrosurgery contains several harmful agents such as Volatile 
Organic Compounds. Electro surgical smoke is produced under relatively low temperatures and therefore toxic gases 
evolve (1) Biological agents like viruses and bacteria are present in electrosurgical smoke both viable and non viable (2). 
Also viable HIV has been found in suction tubing used for the evacuation of electro surgical smoke (1). In many 
hospitals OR staff is complaining about electrosurgical smoke and many symptoms are related with electro surgical 
smoke. OR staff becomes more aware of the risks of inhaling electrosurgical smoke and therefore it should be evacuated 
as much as possible.  
 
Many smoke evacuation systems are available and they are specially designed to evacuate electrosurgical smoke. The 
working mechanism is very simple. A surgical smoke evacuator consists of a motor to produce low pressure, a special 
filters systems to obtain a high filtration rate and special tubing for transporting smoke from the source to the filter unit. 
The nozzles that can be fixated on the diathermia pencil itself are universal and fit on every diathermia pencil. The design 
of the smoke nozzles varies. Some nozzles have a small aperture and others have a wide aperture. Manufactures try to 
keep the nozzle as slim as possible in order to reduce the size of the nozzle and diathermia pencil.  
We designed a method in order to measure quantitative differences between three different brands of smoke evacuators. 
We also investigated the sound levels at different locations around the smoke evacuator and the nozzle.  
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2. MATERIALS 
 
In this study we made a quantative comparison between three electrosurgical smoke evacuators.  
Rapid vac (Valleylab Boulder CO,)  
Dimensions LxWxH: 47.5 cm x 35 cm x20 cm 
Weight 9.1 kg 
Dimensions of the tubing: 
Length of the flexible part that is connected to the handpiece: 70 cm diameter 10 mm 
Length of the extension tubing connected to the flexible tubing: 300 cm diameter 10 mm 
 
The Buffalo silent whisper turbo (Buffalo, NY) 
Dimensions: LxWxH  43cm x20cm x 34cm 
Weight: 8.9 kg 
Dimensions of the tubing. 
First part of the tubing that is connected to the handpiece. Length 120 cm diameter 10 mm 
Length of the extension tubing  175 cm diameter 22 mm 
 
ERBE IES 300 ( Tübingen, Germany).  
Dimensions: LxWxH  41cm x37cm x 20cm 
Weight: 12 kg 
Dimensions of the tubing 
Tubing connected to the nozzle is one size and one type: Length 273 cm diameter 11mm 
 
Every smoke evacuation unit has it’s accompanying tubing and nozzle set. In order to do quantative testing on smoke 
evacuation systems a reproducable smoke plume has to be created. The smoke plume was created using a CO2 laser 
(Coherent Ultrapulse 5000C). A 10 W continuous wave beam was aimed on a homogenuous surface of meat  that was 
moving at a constant speed The smoke evacuation nozzle was attached to a diathermia pencil and was positioned at 
angle. The blade of the diathermia pencil was placed 2 cm above the surface of the tissue.  
 
A stroboscope was triggered by a high speed camera to create a back light illumination. The back light illumination is 
enhances the visibility of the smoke by forward scattering of the light into the camera. Special software was developed In 
the UMCU to count the pixels on the screen created by the smoke.  
 
We used a calibrated dB meter for measuring sound levels  
 
 
 

3. METHODS 
 
3.1 Quantative comparison of smoke evacuation 
 
For quantifying smoke a constant smoke plume has to be created that is also reproducible. In the ablation of tissue a mix 
of smoke and aerosols is created unit. The production of smoke made by a CO2 laser on a piece of meat. 
In the experimental set up three runs were performed per smoke evacuation unit. A run is defined as a period in which 
the laser is switched on and off In this period the tissue is transported under the laser beam at constant speed and the 
smoke evacuator system is switched on. A run consists of starting the movement of the tissue and switching on the laser 
and the stroboscope. The light generated by the stroboscope is scattered on the smoke particles which creates high 
contrast between smoke and surrounding.  
At the start of every run the tissue starts moving and the laser is activated. At the time the first smoke plume has come to 
a maximum, the smoke evacuator is switched on and the smoke is being evacuated.  
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3.2 Sound levels of the smoke evacuator systems 
 
The sound levels of the smoke evacuator systems was measured with a calibrated decibel meter. The sound levels are 
expressed in dB(A). 
Sound levels were measured at three locations.  
The sound levels were also measured at different suction power rates 
 
    4. RESULTS 
 
4.1 Quantative comparison of the smoke evacuation systems 
 
First we wanted to find out if our method is capable of generating reproducible outcomes. In order to find out the 
reproducibility we looked at the first smoke plume generated in every run defined as reference smoke plume. The light 
intensity showed no differences for all the runs.  
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Fig. 1 Example of a pixel graph for the ERBE smoke evacuator 
 
In fig.1 the three runs of the ERBE are shown. The X axis shows the time in time points where 60 points are one second. 
The Y axis shows the amount of pixels that is counted by the software. More pixels mean more smoke. The raw data 
shows many small peaks. The data was smoothed out for interpretation of the data.  
 

 

Fig. 2 A frame in the period in which the 
laser and the ERBE are switched on 
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Fig 2 is a frame from which the “smoke pixels” are counted with special software. The smoke is evacuated through the 
nozzle of the smoke evacuator. These data are collected for all three brands of smoke evacuators. 
 
4.2 Sound levels of the smoke evacuator systems 
 
 
The sound levels are marked at different locations from the nozzle tip and the smoke evacuator unit. The tests were 
performed three times for every location and every brand. All the parameters were exactly reproducible  
 
    5. DISCUSSION 
 
Smoke production from tissue remains an irregular process due to many variable circumstances such as tissue 
irregularities and disturbing airflow. We excluded irregularities as much as possible but the data shows that smoke 
formation is cannot be expressed as a steady process. For the observer’s eye it would be impossible to see differences 
between the three smoke evacuator systems. This means that clinically it would be hard to notice any difference in smoke 
evacuation between the systems at full power. The pixel counting software however shows that one of the systems tested 
has the best results. 
 
There are many other differences between the systems such as size of the clip-on nozzles and the size of the aperture of 
the nozzle. These differences have their influence on smoke In almost every OR air-conditioning systems such as laminar 
flow systems have their impact on smoke evacuation. 
 
The sound levels of the smoke evacuators show large differences. During the experiments it was already obvious that one 
of the systems is the most silent at all distances measured. In general more and more equipment is being used in the OR 
and noise levels are rising. It can be expected that customers are keen on choosing a silent smoke evacuator.  
 
    6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the quantification tests we can conclude that the three type of smoke evacuators used, can “do the job” and that 
means evacuating smoke created by an electrosurgical unit. Minor differences however significant show that one of the 
smoke evacuating units has the best results in our test set-up. Without the pixel counting software it would be impossible 
to see any difference between the smoke evacuators. Creating a steady smoke plume is a challenge and although there is 
one system that is better than the other two there is no difference clinically in the smoke evacuation. 
There are significant sound differences between the three smoke evacuators 
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